
AD MEMORIAM

Lynn Margulis
(5.03.1938 – 22.11.2011)

Lynn Margulis, who died fi ve days after suff ering a hemorrhagic stroke on November 22, 
2011 at her home in Amherst, Massachusetts, at age 73, was no stranger to controversy. 

Margulis was born in 1938 in Chicago, Illinois. At the young age of 14, she enrolled in the 
University of Chicago, and graduated in 1957. She earned a master’s in genetics and zoology at 
the University of Wisconsin in 1960 and a PhD in genetics from the University of California, 
Berkeley, in 1965.

Just a year later, in 1966, the young Boston Uni-
versity professor wrote a paper titled The Origin of 
Mitosing Eukaryotic Cells. That paper, which was a 
direct challenge to what she called the “ultra- Darwin-
ian orthodoxy,” was rejected by no fewer than fi fteen 
academic journals before being ultimately accepted 
into The Journal of Theoretical Biology in 1967.

Traditional Darwinian thought underlines the 
role of competition in pushing evolution forward. 
Indeed, competition is a critical component of mod-
ern evolutionary theory. However, the underlying 
theme of endosymbiotic theory (or endosymbiosis) 
holds that cooperation between organisms is perhaps 
a more important driver of evolutionary change. In 
the most extreme version of the process, also known 
as symbiogenesis, one organism consumes the other, 
but both survive and evolve over the course of time. 

To understand just how controversial this was, 
it helps to start from a simpler process than symbio-
genesis: symbiosis. Symbiosis is a system in which 
members of diff erent species live in physical contact, 
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and in which each species ostensibly benefi ts from the arrangement (though Margulis would 
not have approved of my use of the word “benefi t,” arguing that “cost” and “benefi t” can not 
be quantifi ed). Critically, that physical association must endure for “most of the life history of 
the organisms” (Margulis, 2009 talk). 

It is trivial to point out that symbiosis is ubiquitous in the natural world. There are entire com-
munities of bacterial microbes that make their homes on human skin or in the human gut. A casual 
walk through a garden gives more examples: weeds like clover have bacteria on their roots that helps 
them to survive in nitrogen- poor soil, and trees such as maple, oak, and hickory can have as many as 
three hundred species of fungi living among their roots. Margulis noted in her 1998 book Symbiotic 
Planet, “physical contact is a nonnegotiable requisite for many differing kinds of life.” (p. 5).

In symbiosis, however mutually dependent two species are on each other, they remain two 
distinct species, with their own unique characteristics and genetic profi les. Symbiosis describes 
an ecological relationship.

Things get more complicated when considering symbiogenesis, a process, which occurs 
when symbiosis results in new tissues, organs, or organisms. The fi rst species can’t really be 
understand except in context of its relationship with a second species. 

Margulis traced these ideas (if not the terminology) back to the American anatomist Ivan 
E. Wallin and to the Russian biologist Boris Mikhaylovich Kozo- Polyansky, who each argued 
that new species originate through symbiosis, rather than via random mutation and natural 
selection. 

Wallin and Kozo- Polyansky were unfamiliar to each other, yet they arrived at the same set 
of ideas independently. Wallin, the son of Swedish immigrants, did not read Russian, though 
Kozo- Polyansky seemed familiar with the English- and German- language scientifi c literature.

It’s not that Darwin was wrong. Kozo- Polyansky did not reject natural selection outright, 
as his predecessors Merezhkovsky and Famintsyn had. Instead, he argued, it was symbiosis 
rather than mutation that was responsible for the novelty that natural selection, in turn, main-
tained and perpetuated. In a talk given at a 2009 conference on evolution in Russia, Margulis 
explained, the “maintenance of inherited changes in communities is [achieved] by natural selection 
but variation itself is not generated by Darwin- Wallace natural selection.”

And there certainly is evidence that the symbiogenesis can at least partially account for 
the early evolution of life on earth. The eukaryotic cells that combine to form plants and ani-
mals are descendants of earlier, simpler prokaryotic organisms. Later discoveries that organelles 
like plastids and mitochondria have their own DNA, and that their DNA was distinct from 
the DNA of the cell nuclei provided key evidence that ultimately convinced most evolutionary 
biologists of the veracity of endosymbiosis.

Although widely criticized at the time, Margulis’s 1967 paper is now considered a land-
mark paper in evolutionary biology, and in particular, in endosymbiotic theory. Her predictions 
about mitochondria in animal cells and plastids in plant cells were confi rmed. In 1995, evolu-
tionary biologist Richard Dawkins said, “This is one of the great achievements of twentieth- century 
evolutionary biology, and I greatly admire her for it.”1 

She took the ideas that she began formulating in her 1967 paper, and developed a book- 
length manuscript in 1969. After submitting it to one publisher, she did not hear back for fi ve 
months when her manuscript was returned to her, without explanation. Eventually, she was 
informed that extremely negative peer- review prompted the publisher to hold the manuscript, 
though again, with no explanation. Over a year later, that book was published by a diff erent 

1  Brockman J. The Third Culture. New York: Touchstone, 1995. 144 p.
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publisher, but not without the aid and persistence of several of her colleagues. The theory that 
she described in her fi rst book is now included in high- school and college biology textbooks.

But the more extreme reading of symbiogenesis is still a point of controversy. For exam-
ple, in Symbiotic Planet, Margulis recounts a conversation she had with paleontologist Niles 
Eldridge. She asked him whether he knew of a case in which the formation of a new species had 
been documented:

He could muster only one good example: Theodosius Dobzhansky’s experiments with Droso-
phila, the fruit fly. In this fascinating experiment, populations of fruit flies, bred at progressively 
hotter temperatures, became genetically separated. After two years or so the hot- bred ones could 
no longer produce fertile offspring with their cold- breeding brethen. “But, — Eldridge quickly 
added, — that turned out to have something to do with a parasite!” Indeed, it was later discovered 
that the hot- breeding flies lacked an intracellular symbiotic bacterium found in the cold breeders. 
Eldridge dismissed this case as an observation of speciation because it entailed a microbial sym-
biosis! He had been taught, as we all have, that microbes are germs, and when you have germs, you 
have a disease, not a new species. And he had been taught that evolution through natural selec-
tion occurs by the gradual accumulation, over eons, of single gene mutations (Margulis, 1998).

But for Margulis (as for Wallin and Kozo- Polyansky), this would have been a perfect 
example of speciation due to the symbiogenesis between the fruit fl ies and the bacterium. To 
that end, most of her professional career has been spent documenting cases of symbiogenesis in 
the natural world, and fi ghting against the prevailing view that random mutation and competi-
tion for resources are the central drivers of biological novelty and thus evolutionary change.

Margulis’s work on symbiosis led her to support yet another controversial idea in the 1990s 
and 2000s, this one proposed in 1972 by British chemist James Lovelock. The basic idea of 
Lovelock’s “Gaia theory” was that all of life on earth — that is, all organisms — is engaged 
in a symbiotic relationship with the environment in which life occurs, the inorganic material 
that sustains life. A strong reading of the Gaia theory holds that the atmosphere, the seas, and 
the entire geology of earth are regulated by the organisms that live on the earth such that their 
own survival can be fostered. While she has become almost as closely associated with the Gaia 
theory as Lovelock, she did not support some of the more metaphorical imagery he used to 
describe it. For example, he argued that Earth was a living organism, while she would have 
instead described the Earth less controversially as a big ecosystem comprised of many smaller 
ecosystems. Weaker versions of the theory are better accepted by scientifi c orthodoxy, as they 
simply state that life on earth and the environment in which it exists aff ect each other.

Margulis noted some similarities between symbiogenesis and Lovelock’s Gaia theory. In 
fact, she dedicated the last eight chapters of her book The Symbiotic Planet to the idea. She was 
fairly measured in her support of the idea, writing that Gaia is “not an organism,” but is “an emer-
gent property of interaction among organisms,” and that Gaia can be best understood as a “series of 
interacting ecosystems that compose a single huge ecosystem at the Earth’s surface.” 

Her engagement with the Gaia theory did not, of course, mean that she stopped working to 
support symbiogenesis. Recently, she supported a controversial paper published by Donald Wil-
liamson in PNAS2, which claimed that caterpillars and butterfl ies evolved separately, and some-
how fused into a single species later on. One biologist was even quoted3 as saying that it would be 
better suited for the National Enquirer (a US tabloid magazine) than for the National Academy.

2  http://www.pnas.org/content/106/47/19901
3  http://www.scientifi camerican.com/article.cfm?id=national- academy- as- national- enquirer
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While some criticized her for her at- times eccentric ideas, calling her a quack or even an 
embarrassment to science, some remember her in warmer ways. Indeed, it takes a great deal of 
courage to publicly espouse such controversial ideas. Leila Battison, a Ph.D. student at Oxford 
who learned from Margulis recalled4 that she was “unfailingly kind and generous, warm, and wel-
coming.” Microbiologist Moselio Schaechter wrote5 that his friend was “a most caring person and 
a devoted friend.”

Shortly after the publication of her 1967 paper, Margulis became the fi rst female prin-
ciple investigator to receive funding from NASA’s Exobiology/Astrobiology program, for her 
research on microbial evolution. But that did not end Margulis’s association with this particular 
NASA program. It was through the NASA exobiology/astrobiology programs that Margulis 
established a “Planetary Biology Internship” program, which allows graduate students to par-
ticipate in research conducted at NASA facilities and in NASA- supported university labora-
tories. Even recently, Margulis spoke in 2010 at a NASA symposium that was organized to cel-
ebrate the fi ftieth anniversary of NASA’s astrobiology program. 

Outside of the laboratory, Margulis seems to have found tremendous value in commu-
nicating science to the general public. For example, she participated in teaching students 
from middle school through graduate school, served as a faculty mentor at Boston University, 
spent a great deal of time speaking in public, and wrote many books about science — both for 
academic as well as general audiences — some of which were co- authored with her son with 
Carl Sagan, Dorion. 

Though born into a Jewish, Zionist family, and despite having had early experiences in the 
State of Israel, Margulis ultimately rejected organized religion, just as she rejected neo- Dar-
winism. In fact, she made a direct comparison6 between her rejection of neo- Darwinism and 
religion: “I remember waking up one day with an epiphanous revelation: I am not a neo- Darwinist! It 
recalled an earlier experience, when I realized that I wasn’t a humanistic Jew.”

Throughout the course of her career, she was given numerous awards and honors. Among 
these are the 2009 Darwin- Wallace Medal, awarded every fi fty years by the Linnean Soci-
ety, the Nevada Medal, Sigma Xi’s William Proctor Prize, a NASA Public Service Award, the 
Miescher- Ishida Prize, the Commandeur de l’Ordre des Palmes Academiques in France. She 
was recipient of Guggenheim, Rockefeller Bellagio, and Sherman Fairchild fellowships, and 
too many honorary degrees to list. She was co- founder of two international societies: the Inter-
national Society for Evolutionary Protistology and the International Society for Symbiosis, and 
served on committees for the National Academy of Sciences, NASA, AAAS, and the National 
Science Resource Center.

She is survived by her children Dorion and Jeremy Sagan (with her fi rst husband, Carl 
Sagan), and Zachary Margulis- Ohnuma and Jennifer Margulis di Properzio (with her sec-
ond husband, Thomas N. Margulis), daughters- in- law Robin Kolnicki and Mary Margulis- 
Ohnuma, son- in- law James di Properzio, and nine grandchildren: Tonio, Sarah, Hesperus, 
Athena, Etani, Leone, Miranda, Atticus and Madeline. She is also survived by her sisters Joan 
Glashow, Sharon Kleitman, and Diane Alexander, and by her dog Menina.

Jason G. Goldman
(University of Southern California; jason.goldman@usc.edu)

4  http://leilabattison.wordpress.com/2011/11/23/lynn- margulis- an- unforgettable- woman/
5  http://schaechter.asmblog.org/schaechter/2011/12/lynn.html
6  http://www.forward.com/articles/147959/
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